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Do you know there are more than 500,000 iPhone apps in the Appleâ€™s apps store?  Still, there is an
increasing demand for modern iPhone apps among the users. The latest iPhone 4 has been
surprising its users with its advanced features that offer a wide range of functionality. Dual-core A5
chip, 8megapixel camera, 1080p HD video, IOS5, iCloud technology, retina display and AirPlay are
some advanced features of iPhone4.

Apart from all these inbuilt features, iPhone apps are the real magic formula that adds more spice to
iPhone 4. There are millions of iPhone waiting for an opportunity to get into your iPhone, but
identifying the best one can be a daunting task.

Here is a list of some smart apps that can spice up your iPhone4:

Pandora:

Pandora apps is one of the popular iPhone apps that allows the user to listen to Pandora and can
run in the background, just like the iPhoneâ€™s native music app.

Real Racing:

It is specifically designed to make use of the iPhone 4â€™s retina display. It offers a wide range of
graphic functionality and helps to enhance the gaming action.

Tap Tap Revenge3:

This latest iPhone app is designed to make use of the multitasking ability of the iPhone 4. It allows
the user to pause the game to blast a tweet, tap to favorite song and helps to return to game with
ease.

AppAdvice:

AppAdvice is a boon to users who are finding it difficult to find the right apps according to their
expectation from millions of apps.

Where To:

Want to find the nearby restaurants or other important areas in time? Make use of where to apps
which quickly provides the information about the shops, medical specialists, services and more.

Twitter:

It is an amazing app that uses the iPhone 4â€™s retina display effectively.

IMovie:

It allows the user to edit videos up to 720p with ease. It has a wide range of editing facility that can
make video editing quick and simple.

RedLaser:
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This advanced app acts as a scanner and lets you scan the products ingredient and offers up-to-
date information about the products in time.

These are some popular apps that can spice up your iPhone4 with its advanced features. If you
need to enjoy the latest apps that are restricted by Apple, you can jailbreak your iPhone and use
cydia to download and install latest apps in time. Cydia apps can help you to install applications
right to your device without a computer.
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